
HIGHLIGHTS 

 Cleaning process with buffers 

 Design for single solvent type DESODO58

 Real-time solvent filtering

 Film drive with one electric motor, sprocketless

 Dual smooth drying system: by nozzles and drying serpentine

 Easy to use, economical to maintain, low price of cleaning 
solvent

Last generation multi format 16/35mm (8mm option) economical and 

compact film cleaner specifically designed for archives and film 

laboratories. COMPACT CLEAN provides with effective dirt, grease, 

fingerprints and other contaminations removal by the immersion 

cleaning action in the hermetically protected cabinet. Offering the 

solvent WITHOUT CHLORINE, ECO-FRIENDLY SOLVENT! The cleaner 

does not affect the environment and the health of people.  
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COMPACT CLEAN

 Film cleaning machine 16/35mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Multi format : 16, 35mm, 8mm optional

Film capacity:  600 meters 

Film speed: Variable speed (max. 1000 meters/hour) 

Cleaning agent: DESODO58 CHLORINE-FREE SOLVENT 

Sprocketless drive system 

Controlled by PLC 

Designed specifically for cleaning archived film

PLC controller 

ADVANTAGES 

 Low solvent consumption, Low maintenance costs, Attractive low price

 Safe cleaning speed for archival films

 New efficient chlorine-free solvent, does not require heating

 Full PLC management,simple design without complex power-consuming components

 Better comfort for the user,compact dimensions, can be installed in any room with 
ventilation

 External conservation tank for DESODO 58 storage (optional)

Ergonomic and fully digitized touch screen 
controller providing with the cleaning settings and 
detects the end of film  
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